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.. ), quickly create mass/displacement models for piping, flues, radiators, etc., accurately compute forces and loads, quickly add
transitions/sections between elements, quickly generate piping and electrical code compliant layouts, and export to ArchiCAD®
or Archicad LAB™. A ArcCHECK™ radiation portal meter is used in conjunction with the GRAPHISOFT MEP Modeler™
to ensure that the MEP network is radiation-compliant. If the MEP model is radiation-compliant, it is passed on to Archicad®
for generation of radiation-compliant code compliant 3D visuals. If the MEP model is not radiation-compliant, it is given to

GRAPHISOFT MEP Expert™ to provide radiation dose calculations. GRAPHISOFT MEP Modeler™ can also be used to edit
2D code-compliant cross-sectional drawings, read and write radiation dose calculations, and can be used to add drawings as

references to MEP models. The MEP Modeler also has the ability to read and write MEP network data to a.NET file format,
providing a workflow solution for integrated MEP software engineering. GRAPHISOFT MEP Modeler™ uses multiple cutting
planes to access calculations as well as to create multi-region flows (ductwork, flues, radiators, tanks, etc.). These multi-region
flows help capture the multiple flows (e.g. supply air, return air, exhaust air, natural air, etc.) that are often found in an HVAC
system. Geometry of MEP Models {#s0005} ====================== Geometry consists of the physical features of a
building and their interrelationship. The 3D model created in Archicad® has a number of geometric features (as well as their

interrelationships):Basic geometric features that allow geometric modeling of MEP systems, such as MEP wall thickness, MEP
ductwork thickness, MEP stack height, number of MEP levels, MEP ductwork cross sections, MEP wall thickness, MEP
ductwork thickness, MEP stack height, etc. Important geometric features that have significant impact on the force-flow

performance of the MEP system (as well as the HVAC system) include MEP ductwork/stack topology, MEP ductwork layout,
MEP stack layout, MEP stack flow direction, MEP stack topology, MEP stack flow direction, MEP ductwork distribution (e.g.

whether MEP ductwork runs through a single room or through multiple rooms), MEP
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